
Report on Enrolment of Street Kids to schools 

By Azeem Christopher - Project Manager  

 

AWARD has initiated its community awareness program to sensitize rural communities on 

the importance of education. The program has been initiated in 3 Distrcits of Punjab Province 

(Faisalabad, Toba Tek Singh and Muzaffargarh). The rural communities in Pakistan has the 

highest percentage of school drop outs where girls education is not very much welcomed and 

appreciated. Through its programs , AWARD is trying to convince and motivate the rural 

communities to enrol their children in the nearest primary schools. AWARD has also 

involved local social and religious leadership to encourage the communities to send their 

children to school , also the local govt. representatives are visiting the communities regularly 

in order to register the children for the next terms in school. AWARD is proudly sharing 

pictures of the kids enrolled in Faisalabad . The parents were happy and they thanked 

AWARD for its support.  AWARD wishes to extend these programs in as many target areas 

as it can and therefore it requires support and donations from its supporters.  
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Dec 21, 2021  

1st report on School Enrollment 

By Christina Peter - Project Leader  

 

AWARD has initiated its community awareness program to sensitize rural communities on 

the importance of education. The program has been initiated in 3 Distrcits of Punjab Province 

(Faisalabad, Toba Tek Singh and Muzaffargarh). The rural communities in Pakistan has the 

highest percentage of school drop outs where girls education is not very much welcomed and 

appreciated. Through its programs , AWARD is trying to convince and motivate the rural 

communities to enrol their children in the nearest primary schools. AWARD has also 

involved local social and religious leadership to encourage the communities to send their 

children to school , also the local govt. representatives are visiting the communities regularly 

in order to register the children for the next terms in school. The awareness sessions has been 

conducted in 10 rural areas so far. AWARD wishes to extend these programs in as many 

target areas as it can and therefore it requires support and donations from its supporters.  
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Project Reports on GlobalGiving are posted directly to globalgiving.org by Project Leaders 

as they are completed, generally every 3-4 months. To protect the integrity of these 

documents, GlobalGiving does not alter them; therefore you may find some language or 

formatting issues.  

If you donate to this project or have donated to this project, you will get an e-mail when this 

project posts a report. You can also subscribe for reports via e-mail without donating.  

Get Reports via Email 

We'll only email you new reports and updates about this project. 

 
 


